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Lionel Roy McCohin, C.B.E.
ROBERT F. VOLLANS

Lionel R. McColvin was born in Newcastle on Tyne on 30 November 1896, a date coincid-ing with the birthday of another great man, Sir Winston Churchill, who was born twenty-twoyears earlier. McColvin's father was an artist and from him McColvin inherited the great loveof the arts which he has pursued and developed throughout his life. Apart from having agreat feeling for music, painting and the theatre, being a habitual concert and theatre-goerand a frequent visitor to art galleries, he is an accomplished amateur artist in his own right.He has written plays and books and articles on music and painting; he has painted, and playsthe piano well enough to give himself untold pleasure without taking the unnecessary risk ofgiving displeasure to others. Indeed, in his present retirement after his illness, playing hisown favourite pieces, accumulated over a lifetime of musical experience, has undoubtedlysustained him and filled what !night have been many weary and unproductive hours with agreat sense of pleasure.McColvin left Croydon Borough Secondary School at the age of fourteen to take up hisfirst library appointment with Croydon Public Libraries where he became Reference Librarianin 1921. From Croydon he went as Deputy Librarian to Wigan in 1921 and as Chief Librarianto Ipswich in 1924, Hampstead in 1931 and Westminster in 1938. It was, if I remember, oneevening in Ipswich that McColvin received one of the most treasured insults of his career.It happened at the end of one of the Library Committee sponsored concerts. McColvin wasan accomplished sight reader and could undertake to accompany most of the solo performerswith confidence. At the end of the concert he left the piano without playing the NationalAnthem. 'The King!' hissed someone. McColvin remained impassive. The truth of thematter was not that he wouldn't but that he couldn't, for he just did not commit music to memoryThis was too much for the irate member who exclaimed, 'Damned traitor!'Whether McColvin's wide interest in music covered siren music, hence his secondment forCivil Defence, it is difficult to say. It is certainly true, however, that whether as a soldier inthe Middlesex Regiment and later in the Second Border Regiment in France, Belgium andGermany in the First World War, or as the Officer-in-Charge of the Control Centre in theSecond World War, or as the greatest public librarian of his time, he brought to bear on allproblems an acute brain, a human approach, an unbounded enthusiasm and an outstandingability to get things done.He was elected to the Library Association Council in 1925, was its Honorary Secretary from1934 to 195i and its President in 1952. His life has been devoted to the promotion and better-ment of public library services in Great Britain and other countries of the world. To this endhe edited the Library Association Survey of 1936-7, produced the McColvin Report in 1942and followed with reports on the public library services of Australia, the Middle East andGermany.He was a member of the British Co-operating body for Unesco, a Vice-President of IFLAand Chairman of its Public Libraries Committee, and a member of the Books and LibrariesAdvisory Committee of the British Council, the Roberts Committee and the NorringtonCommittee on the selection of low-priced books for overseas. The fact that Lionel McColvinwas the outstanding figure in public librarianship was justly recognised by His Late MajestyKing George VI when he conferred upon him the honour of Commander of the Order of theBritish Empire.
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A prolific writer of books and articles, McColvin wrote his Music Libraries in associationwith the late Harold Reeves in the nineteen-thirties and this book remained the only standardbook of its kind for many years. Like Savage, he was very much dissatisfied with the classifica-tion of music as provided by Dewey although he did not wholly recommend, as Savage did,the complete grouping by' the personality of its begetter' (Composer arrangement). McColvinseparated books about music from scores and to this end redesigned all divisions of Deweywithin the classes 780 to 789.Shortly after the war he became one of the first members of the Council of the CentralMusic Library Co. Ltd., a company formed to administer a private library of music and booksabout music. With Dr Eric Blom as Chairman, the first Council consisted of Mrs WinifredChristie Moor, Miss Seymour Whinyates of the British Council, Professor Dent, Dr Oldman,Sir Steuart Wilson and Lionel R. McColvin. Through the good offices of McColvin theWestminster City Council agreed to make accommodation freely available at BuckinghamPalace Road and the Central Music Library was opened by the late Ralph Vaughan Williamsin 1948. From these early days the Library has grown from strength to strength and itsreputation is well known. Lionel McColvin followed Sir Steuart Wilson as Honorary Secretaryin November 1955 and remained in office until his retirement in 1961.He was also a member of the Executive Committee of the United Kingdom Branch ofthe International Association of Music Libraries from its inception and his advice was soughtin the preparation of the Constitution of the Branch. He encouraged, by advice and precept,the early exploration of the branch in its efforts to create and foster projects which would beof use to music librarians as a whole. When the project which eventually became the BritishCatalogue of Music was first considered, he drew up a scheme which the Association could haveadopted at little cost to itself and which would probably have achieved the same object.However, the result of his efforts both through the Executive Committee and behind the sceneshelped to persuade the British National Bibliography to undertake the British Catalogue ofMusic. Mr Walter Stock tells me that when he was in despair about the lack of attendance atearly meetings McColvin gave him great encouragement which enabled him to continue andcreate from a personal membership of seventeen in 1953 the live body of over zoo personaland library members of today. McColvin was elected an honorary member of the Branchin November 1962.In a brief biographical sketch it is impossible to enumerate all McColvin's musical associa-tions and interests and to assess the influence he may have had on libraries in this country aswell as abroad. One thing is certain. He loves music, he knows a lot about music and,further, my happy and sometimes hilarious association with him in the days of the WestminsterMusic Society—where once again he was the mainstay—showed that to him music was fun.One last personal note. Many may think that a man with such a wide experience, such acatalogue of achievements should have every reason to be proud, probably conceited andsomewhat impatient of the immature views and shortcomings of his professional colleagues.Not so Lionel McColvin. He is by nature a humble man, of kindly disposition, who wasconsiderate to his staff and colleagues and a tower of strength in encouraging their personaladvancement. He will ever remain in my memory as a brilliant chief with a quicksilver mindwho was at the same time my personal friend and colleague.
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Britqner's Works,A list of the published scores of the various versions
ARTHUR D. WALKER
Although it is generally known that a good many of Bruckner's works, his symphonies inparticular, exist in more than one version, there is considerable confusion as to which versionany published score may contain. The following list is an attempt to present the facts aboutthese publications in tabular form, and is based on a comparison of the scores. While nobibliographical detail can be given in the list, it should be remembered that many of the titlepages are seriously misleading in relation to the contents. They may give information whichis either wrong, or is contradicted by the preface. The words 'newly revised' may mean thatthe score contains editorial changes which have not been marked as such. It is also importantto know that, although two publishers may use the same plate number when issuing the samework, the music of each is not necessarily identical.
SYMPHONY I, C minorComposed 1865-6 (Linz), revised 1890-I (Vienna)1865-6 Linz ' version (version I)Brucknerverlag, edited Haas, 1937, re-issued 1949Breitkopf (3616) edited Haas, 19371865-6 Linz ' version (version I) revisedMusikwissenschaftlicher Verlag, edited Nowak, second revised edition, 19531890-I 'Vienna ' version (version a)Doblinger pl. nr. D. 1868, [1893]Eulenburg (59) pl. nr. U.E. 3593 edited Steinitzer, [1912]Eulenburg (459) edited Altmann, C. 1930Peters Edition (3840a) pl. nr. 103911890-I Vienna ' version (version 2) revisedPhilharmonia (194) pl. nr. U.E. 3593; W.Ph.V. 194, edited Wass, 1927Universal (2878) pl. nr. U.E. 3593; W.Ph.V. 194, edited Wass, 1927Universal (2878) pl. nr. U.E. 3593SYMPHONY II, C minorComposed 1871-2, revised 1875-6 and later, also after 18911871-2 orginal versionBrucknerverlag, edited Haas, 1938, re-issued 1949Breitkopf (3617) edited Haas, 19381875-6 version, revised by Bruckner and HerbeckDoblinger pl. nr. D. 1769, [1892]Eulenburg (6o) pl. nr. U.E. 3594, edited Steinitzer, 1920 or earlierEulenburg (460) edited Altmann, c. 1930Peters Edition (384013) pl. nr. 103921875-6 version revisedMusikwissenschaftlicher Verlag, edited Nowak, 19651Philharmonia (195) pl. nr. U.E. 3594; W.Ph.V. 195, newly revised Wass,Universal (3594) pl. nr. U.E. 3594Universal (2880) pl. nr. D. 1759

SYMPHONY III, D minor
Composed 1873, revised g 1-74, 1876-7, 1888-9, 18901873 original version
UNPUBLISHED1874 revision (version 2)
UNPUBLISHED1876-7 revision (version 3)Brucknerverlag, edited Oeser, 19502Rattig pl. nr. T.R. 165a, [1878]1888-9 revision (version 4)Musikwissenschaftlicher Verlag, edited Nowak, 195931890 revision (version 5)Eulenburg (461) pl. nr. E.E. 4553, edited Redlich, 1961Eulenburg (6i) pl. nr. S. 9601c, edited Steinitzer, before 1920Rattig, pl. nr. T.R. 165a, [1890]1890 revision (version 5) revisedEulenburg (461) edited Altmann, c. 1930Peters Edition (3840c) pl. nr. 10393Philharmonia (196) pl. nr. U.E. 3595; W.Ph.V. 196, newly revised Wass, 1927

SYMPHONY IV, E flat major, 'Romantic 'Composed 1874, revised 1877-8, 1878-80, 1887-81874 original version
UNPUBLISHED1877-8 and 1878-80 revisions (versions z and 3) amalgamatedBrucknerverlag, edited Haas, 1936, revised edition issued 19494Breitkopf (3618) edited HaasGutmann, pl. nr. A. J.G. 710, [1890]1878-80 revision and later including 1886Musikwissenschaftlicher Verlag, edited Nowak, second revised edition,1887-8 revision (version 4)Eulenburg (462) pl. nr. E.E. 3636, edited Redlich, 19541887-8 revision (version 4) revisedEulenburg (6z) pl. nr. E.E. 3636, edited Steinitzer, before 1918Eulenburg (462) pl. nr. E.E. 3636, edited Altmann, c. 1930Gutmann pl. nr. A.J.G. 710Peters Edition (384od) pl. nr. 10394Philharmonia (197) pl. nr. U.E. 3596; W.Ph.V. 197, revised WassUniversal (6575) pl. nr. U.E. 6575

SYMPHONY V, B flat majorComposed 1875-6, revised 1876-8 and later1875-6 original versionMusikwissenschaftlicher Verlag, edited Haas,Breitkopf (3619) edited Haas1875-6 original version revised1928 Musikwissenschaftlicher Verlag, edited Nowak,1876-8 revision6Doblinger pl. nr. D. 2080 [1896]

1935
1951

1953
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Eulenburg (63) pl. nr. U.E. 3595, edited Steinitzer, c. 1920Eulenburg (463) pl. nr. U.E. 3595, edited Altmann C. 1930Peters Edition (3840e) pl. nr. 10395Philharmonia (198) pl. nr. U.E. 3595; W.Ph.V. 198 revised WOss
SYMPHONY VI, A majorComposed1879-811879-81 original versionBrucknerverlag, edited Haas, 1937Breitkopf (3620) edited HaasDoblinger pl. nr. D. 2300, [1899]1879-81 original version revisedMusikwissenschaftlicher Verlag, edited Nowak, 19527Revised ' versionEulenburg (64) pl. nr. U.E. 3596, edited Steinitzer, before 1918Eulenburg (464) edited Altmann, C. 1930Peters Edition (38400 pl. nr. 10396Universal (3596) pl. nr. U.E. 3596Revised ' version revisedPhilharmonia (199) pl. nr. U.E. 3598; W.Ph.V. 199, newly revised Woss, 1928Universal (2886) pl. nr. U.E. 2886, revised Wass, 1927
SYMPHONY VII, E majorComposed 1881-3, revised 18851881-3 original versionBrucknerverlag, edited Haas, 1944Breitkopf (3621) edited Haas1881-3 original version revisedMusikwissenschaftlicher Verlag, edited Nowak, second revised edition, 19541885 versionEulenburg (465) pl. nr. E.E. 3637, edited Redlich, 1958Gutmann pl. nr. A.J.G. 576, [1885]'Revised ' versionEulenburg (65) pl. nr. E.E. 3637, edited Steinitzer, before 1918Eulenburg (465) pl. nr. E.E. 3637, edited Altmann, C. 1930Gutmann pl. nr. E.E. 3637 before 1918Kalmus (158)Peters Edition (3840g) pl. nr. 10397Philharmonia (au') pl. nr. U.E. 3599; W.Ph.V. 211, revised Woss, 1927Universal (6577) pl. nr. U.E. 6577
SYMPHONY VIII, C minorComposed 1884-5, revised 1886-7, 1888-901884-5 original version

UNPUBLISHED1886-7 version revisedMusikwissenschaftlicher Verlag, edited Nowak, second revised edition,1888-90 versionBrucknerverlag, edited Haas, 1949Breitkopf (3622), edited Haas
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Revised ' versionEulenburg (66) pl. nr. S. 8288a, edited Steinitzer, before 1918Eulenburg (466) edited Altmann, C. 1930Carl Haslinger pl. nr. S. 8z88, [1910?]Peters Edition (3840h) pl. nr. 10398Schlesinger pl. nr. S. 8288, [1892]Philharmonia (2'2) pl. nr. U.E. 2495; W.Ph.V. 212, newly revised Wass, 1927
SYMPHONY IX, D minorMovements 1-3 composed 1887-94, Finale incomplete(All published scores contain only three movements)Original versionEulenburg (467) pl. nr. E.E. 3437, edited Schonzeler, with foreword byRedlich, '9649Breitkopf (3623) edited Haas and OrelBrucknerverlag, edited Haas and Orel, 1934Brucknerverlag, edited Orel, new edition, 1949Original version revisedMusikwissenschaftlicher Verlag, edited Nowak, second revised edition, 1951Revised ' versionDoblinger pl. nr. D. 2895, edited Lowe, 1903Eulenburg (67) pl. nr. U.E. 931, edited Steinitzer, c. 1920Eulenburg (467) pl. nr. U.E. 2891, edited Lowe, [1910]Eulenburg (467) pl. nr. E.E. 4557, edited Altmann, c. 1930Peters Edition (384oi) pl. nr. 10399Philharmonia (218) pl. nr. U.E. 93'; W.Ph.V. 218, newly revised Wass, 1928Universal (931) pl. nr. D. 2895, edited Lowe, 1903Universal (2891) pl. nr. U.E. 931, edited Lowe
SYMPHONY '0 D minorComposed 1869Revised ' versionUniversal (7615) pl. nr. U.E. 7615; W.Ph.V. 206, edited Wass, 1924Philharmonia (206) pl. nr. U.E. 7615; W.Ph.V. zo6, edited Wass, 1924
SYMPHONY, F minorAndante only published in scoreUniversal (5259) pl. nr. U.E. 5259
OVERTURE in G minorComposed 1862-3, revised 1863 (version 2)Version a Revised 'Eulenburg (81) U.E. 7048, arranged for performance by Wass, 1921Universal (7048) pl. nr. U.E. 7048
MASS, D minorComposed 1864, revised 1876, 1881, 1884, first published 18921892 first published versionMusikwissenschaftlicher Verlag, edited Nowak, 1957
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'Revised ' versionPhilharmonia (264) pl. nr. W.Ph.V. 264, edited Wass,
MASS, E minorComposed 1866, revised 1876-851866 original versionBrucknerverlag, edited Haas1876-85 versionMusikwissenschaftlicher Verlag, edited Nowak, second revised edition, 1959"Revised ' versionDoblinger pl. nr. D. 2087, [1896]Philharmonia (204) pl. nr. U.E. 7534; W.Ph.V. 204, revised Wass, 1924

1 9 2 410

MASS, F minorComposed 1867-8, revised 1876, 1881, 1883, 1890 [Published 1894]1881 revisionBrucknerverlag, edited Haas, '944'2Breitkopf (3624) edited Haas, 19441881 revision, revisedMusikwissenschaftlicher Verlag, edited Nowak, second revised edition, 1960Revised ' version, based on first published version of 1890Eulenburg (ii) pl. nr. U.E. 7049, revised WassEulenburg (961) edited WassUniversal (7049 pl. nr. U.E. 7049, edited Wass
PSALM 15oComposed 1892Revised ' versionDoblinger pl. nr. D. 1804, [1892]Eulenburg (972) pl. nr. E.E. 4599, edited Redlich, 1960Philharmonia (205) p.l. nr. U.E. 7535 ; W.Ph.V. 205 ; newly revised Wass"Universal (7535) pl. nr. U.E. 7535; W.Ph.V. 205 [J. Wass]
TE DEUMComposed 1881, revised R 1_3-41883-4 revisionMusikwissenschaftlicher Verlag, edited Nowak, 1962Revised ' versionBroudeEulenburg (960) pl. nr. E.E. 4278, edited Aber, C. 1930Eulenburg (960) pl. nr. E.E. 4278, edited Redlich, 1960Peters Edition (3488) pl. nr. S. 9600Rattig pl. nr. T.R. 4ob, [1904]Universal (2989)
STRING QUARTET, C minorComposed 18621862 original versionMusikwissenschaftlicher Verlag, edited Nowak, 1955; re-issued with Revisions—bericht, 1956
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STRING QUINTET, F majorComposed 1878-9, revised 1883-4, and later1878-9 original version
UNPUBLISHED1883-4 revision (version a)Eulenburg (310) pl. nr. E.E. 3322, edited Alberti, 1945

Later revision (version 3)Philharmonia (213) pl. nr. W.Ph.V. 213; U.E. 8764, newly revised Wass, 1926Musikwissenschaftlicher Verlag, edited Nowak, 196314
Notes1. On title-page:
2. On title-page:
3. On title-page:
4. On title-page:
5. On title-page:

Fassung von 1877.
2. Fassung von 1878. This corresponds to the text of the first publishedversion.
Fassung von 1889.
Originalfassung.
Fassung von 1878-80.

6. Re-orchestrated by Schalk, and extra brass added in the Finale, which was also cut byover ioo bars. Little of the original is left in this version,
7. On title-page: Originalfassung.
8. On title-page: Fassung von 1890.

The most authoritative text issued, conforming to the MS.9.10. On title-page: Mass in D.ii. On title-page: Fassung von 1882. See also Robert Haas, Anton Bruckner, Potsdam,
'a. On title-page: 934'p Originalfassung.74ff.
13. Plate numbers appear in reverse order on the score. The order quoted is that given inthe preface.

Also includes the Intermezzo in D minor.14.
LiteratureMax Auer (and others), Anton Bruckner. Wissenschaftliche und kiinstlerische Betrachtungen tu denOriginalfassungen. Vienna, Internationale Brucknergesellschaft, 1937.
August Gollerich (completed by Max Auer), Anton Bruckner. Ein Lebens-und Schaffensbild.4 vol. Ratisbon, Gustav Bosse, (1922-37.)
Robert Haas, Anton Bruckner. Potsdam, Akademische Verlagsgesellschaft Athenaion, 1934(One of Die grossen Meister der Musik.)Hans F. Redlich, Bruckner and Mahler, London, J. M. Dent, revised edition, 1963. Theprefaces to the scores edited by Haas, Orel, Oeser and Redlich contain much importantmaterial about the versions.
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The Viola d' Amoreand its kpertoire
HARRY DANKS
Throughout the years the viola d'amore appears to have held little attraction for either com-poser, performer or musicologist. The result is a small repertoire, a handful of players anda general lack of information about the instrument. One strong deterrent is probably thecomplex technique required to perform on seven strings. Violinists, violists and cellists areconversant with the difficulties of playing on four strings tuned in fifths. Seven strings tunedwith a mixture of thirds, fourths and one fifth pose numerous left hand problems for a stringplayer changing from the violin or viola to the viola d'amore. Many fine string instrumental-ists have attempted without success to master the intricate viola d'amore and this is regrettable,for it is a delightful instrument that deserves to be heard more often.As the viola d'amore has known a number of tunings, composers usually, indicate whichtuning relates to the key of the music to be performed. In the absence of any indication theaccepted tuning today is the arpeggio of D major with a low A. The top string is D, a tonebelow the E string of the violin, then A below, F sharp, D, A, D, and low A. There are someinstruments with six playing strings and in this case the tuning is the complete arpeggio.Beneath the playing strings are six or seven sympathetic strings of fine drawn brass or wirewhich are never touched by the bow but resound and vibrate in sympathy when the upperstrings are played. This produces the resonance and quality which is the unmistakeable colourof the instrument. The tuning of the sympathetic strings is either in unison with the playingstrings or a chromatic sequence suggested by the French violist, Henri Casadesus.The instrument is a member of the family of viols but never joins in ensemble with them.It is shaped like a viol, the back is flat and the ribs finish flush with the table and back. Theflaming sword' sound holes differ very much from the C-shape design of the viol. (The'flaming sword' is of Eastern origin, said to be the symbol of Islam or complete resignation toAllah.) The peg box is unusually long, housing twelve or fourteen pegs. It is generallysurmounted by a decorative feature, more often than not, a blindfold cupid. A light bow isnecessary, preferably a nineteenth-century type violin bow with a small spread of hair. It hasbeen stated that the viola d'amore did not have sympathetic strings before the year 1700 andwas simply strung with wire playing strings. John Evelyn certainly strengthened this theorywhen, on zo November 1679, he recorded the following:'I dind at the Master of the Mints with my Wife, invited to heare Musique which wasmost exquisitely performed by 4 the most renouned.Masters, Du Prue a French-man on theLute: Signor Batholomeo Ital: on the Harpsichord: & Nicolao on the Violin; but aboveall for its swetenesse & novelty the Viol d'Amore of 5 wyre-strings, plaied on with a bow,being but an ordinary Violin, play'd on Lyra way by a German, than which I never hearda sweeter Instrument or more surprizing. 'The earliest example of the viola d'amore is possibly the one in the Salzburg Museum.It has six playing and six sympathetic strings, and is dated 1661. I have not been fortunateenough to visit this museum, but this instrument is mentioned in Kinsky's The History ofMusic in Pictures. I have, however, examined an instrument, dated 1679, made by Tribout ofAstenay with seven playing and six sympathetic strings. It is in the collection of musical
I0

instruments in the Gemeentemuseum, The Hague. The name of the maker and place oforigin are unfamiliar to me and I would be glad to receive any information about either.Another viola d'amore with seven playing and seven sympathetic strings, made by Leidolffof Vienna in 1683, is in the Karl Marx University in Leipzig. The late Canon Francis W. Galpinonce owned a viola d'amore with seven playing and seven sympathetic strings made by theItalian luthier G. Grancino of Milan in 1696. As a result of examining many instruments overthe last fifteen years during my travels around the world I have come to the conclusion thatthe viola d'amore did in fact have sympathetic strings prior to the year 1700.Stradivari interested himself in the instrument and had every intention of constructingone. In the collection of the master's relics that exists in the Marquis dalle Valle Museum inItaly there is a complete set of designs dated 1716 for making a viola d'amore of the usualform but with a plain carved head. No completed instrument such as this by Stradivari hasever been known. There are some very interesting specimens in collections on the Continentand in America which I have seen: I have now compiled a catalogue of nearly two hundredinstruments.The earliest known tutor is by a Frenchman, Milandre, whose Mithode facile pour la Violed' Amour , Oeuvre 5 was published in 1782. A copy is in the Deutsche Staatsbibliothek in Berlin.Carl Zoeller, who was born in Berlin in i84o and became bandmaster of the Seventh Queen'sOwn Hussars, played the viola d'amore and published a New Method for the Viole d' Amour(Lafleur, i885) which is available at the British Museum in microfilm. Johann Kral's Anleitungzum Spiele der Viole d' Amour and Nocturne fur Viole d' Amour, op 9, (1906) were published byCranz. M. L. Goldis' Schule fiir Viole Op 6 appeared in 1916. Goldis was responsible for twofurther collections: Stiicke alter Meister.* Viole d' Amour solo and Alte Meister fiir Viole d' Amourund Klavier, (1917), all published by Weinberger. Henri Casadesus, (1879-1947) producedMithode de Viole d' Amour and 2.4 Etudes pour Viole d' Amour, published by Salabert. A book ofstudies by the American performer, Paul Shirley, has been reissued by Peters Edition. Perhapsthe most scholarly and comprehensive manual is Karl Stumpf's Neue Schule fiir Viola d' Amorepublished in Vienna in 1957. This work is the result of his teaching experience at the ViennaAcademy of Music and Dramatic Art, where he is professor of the viola d'amore.The viola d'amore did achieve a certain amount of popularity in eighteenth century Italy.Vivaldi's Sei concerti per viola d'amore are now being published by Ricordi as part of Vivaldi'sComplete Works under the general editorship of Gian Francesco Malipiero. A Sonata perla viola d'amore con basso by Giovanni Battista Toeschi (1727-1800) was published by Doblingerin 1963. Attilio Ariosti, (1666-c. 1740), an Italian who lived in England for a time and workedwith Handel, wrote Six Lessons for the Viola d' Amore and FiguredBass. The British Museum hasa fine copy of the first edition issued in 1728. A specialised knowledge of the violin andviola d'amore is required to decipher the complicated notation and scordatura. In 1901 Augenerpublished these Six Lessons as sonatas for violin and piano: second hand copies can still some-times be found. The cellist Alfredo Piatti transcribed the Six Lessons as sonatas for cello andpiano, which were published in 1897 in an edition sponsored by W. E. Hill & Sons, the violindealers of New Bond Street, London. A new edition of the Six Lessons was published byDe Santis, Rome, in 1957, entitled Collection of Lessons for the Viol d' Amore. Ariosti's SixLessons were also the subject of an article by David Boyden, published in the Musical Quarterly,Vol. XXXII, October 1964.The viola d'amore has attracted some German composers. In 1938 Litolff publishedTelemann's Konzert _E-dur fur F late, Oboe d'amore, Viola d'amore, (Violino con sord.), Streichor-chester und Cembalo. The viola d'amore writing is rather high, akin to violin writing, and until1954 I felt inclined to question the authenticity of this concerto. Then I met Dr Fritz Steinwho edited the work and he assured me that it had been done from the composer's autograph.
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Christoph Graupner's Sonata a ire per Flauto, Viola d'amore e Cembalo (elaboraione di AurelioArcidiacono), was published in 1965 by Editio Mercurio. In 1958 Hofmeister of Leipzigissued Bach Studies for the Viola d' Amore. Bach included the viola d'amore in Cantatas 36,152 and 2.05; in the St John Passion he used two viole d'amore. Karl Stamitz' Sonata fur Violad' Amore und Continuo is available in two editions, Polskie Wydawnictwo Muzycne, (c. 1955)and Schott, (C. 1935).French works for the viola d'amore are not numerous, but the Suite en Re by Thomas Marc,published in 1915 by Maurice Senart in an arrangement for violin and piano by Reuchsel,should perhaps be mentioned. It was originally written for viola d'amore in 1724, whenMarc was employed as one of the town musicians of Rheims. Marc is also credited with thecomposition of a number of solo sonatas.Paul Hindemith and Frank Martin are among the most distinguished twentieth-centurycomposers to write for the instrument. Hindemith also played the viola d'amore and two of hiscompositions are published by Schott: Kleine Sonate op 35 no. 2, for viola d'amore and piano andKammermusik no. 6. op 46 no. 1, for viola d'amore and chamber orchestra. Frank Martin haswritten a Sonata da Chiesa for viola d'amore and organ, with an alternative arrangement for violad'amore and string orchestra, published by Universal Edition. Aurelio Arcidiacono is an Italianviolist who plays the viola d'amore and also composes for the instrument. His Due Movi-menti for viola d'amore and viola was published by Editio Mercurio in 1965. Apart from theseoriginal works, performers have had to rely on transcriptions. The firm of Gunther inLeipzig has specialised for years in publishing transcriptions which have greatly increasedthe repertoire.The viola d'amore makes an occasional appearance in opera. Puccini's La Bohbne, Meyer-beer's Les Huguenots, Charpentier's Louise and Massenet's Le Jongleur de Notre Dame, all includea small part for the instrument. Alberto Ginastera's opera Don Rodrigo was given its UnitedStates premiere on 2z February 1966 at the Gala Official Opening of the City Center of Musicand Drama at the new Lincoln Center in New York. In Act Two of this opera there is ascene in which the heroine disrobes, bathes and sings a Madrigale a cinque; it is scored forsoprano, harp, mandoline, viola d'amore and alto flute.My own list of manuscript music for the viola d'amore is constantly being extended andit is too long to include in an article such as this. A friend and colleague from New York,Myron Rosenblum, has recently spent twelve months in Vienna doing research on the violad'amore and its repertoire. His list of manuscript music, which he has kindly lent me, isremarkable. He has examined collections in Darmstadt, Wolfenbiittel, Vienna, Marburg,Dresden, Berlin and Uppsala. He has traced nine concerti by Christoph Graupner whichinclude the viola d'amore and also fourteen cantatas, twelve suites and six trio sonatas by thesame composer. There are many other chamber ensembles in which the viola d'amore playsan important part and it seems a pity that composers such as Pechatschek, Pfeiffer, Martinides,Locatelli and Batka can only be mentioned in passing.Only a few present-day virtuosi are associated with the viola d'amore. Of these, EmilSeiler of Berlin is considered outstanding for he is a scholar and an authority on his instrument:his recordings are an excellent testimony to his skill as a performer. Walter Trampler andMyron Rosenblum of New York lend dignity and artistry to the instrument: both are fineplayers. Milton Thomas, also of America, has made a record of the Kleine Sonata by Hindemithand has played in London. Renzo Sabatini of Italy was a frequent visitor to London a fewyears ago and has made a recording of two Vivaldi concertos. Karl Stumpf of Vienna hasmade a lifetime study of the viola d'amore and his work at the Vienna Academy of Musicand Dramatic Art has already been mentioned. He has recently recorded works by Ariosti,Stamitz, Vivaldi and Hraczek. There are, of course, other fine performers on the viola d'amore
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but the players I have mentioned are known to me as colleagues and I welcome this opportunityof paying tribute to their achievements.It seems likely that in future the number of musicians who decide to devote their timeand energy to the viola d'amore will remain comparatively few. The technical difficulties havealready been referred to: there is also an economic factor. Good musical instruments cannotbe bought for a song and the viola d'amore is a particularly rare species! Although there areluthiers working on the Continent who are willing to make modern replicas these instrumentsare hardly intended for casual purchase either. Increasingly, viole d'amore will find their wayinto collections, of private individuals or museums. Here, co-operation between curators,music librarians and performers becomes specially important. The performer depends oninstrument and repertoire being made available to him and in turn the musical publicdepends on the performer to bring both these things to life. There will always be people whoregard the viola d'amore as something reserved 'for the connoisseur '—to be respected asa symbol of status or culture, or alternatively, despised as obsolete. Perhaps it is only to beexpected that the viola d'amore should have overtones of past centuries—it may remind usof the splendours of the Italian baroque or the elegant entertainments of German princes,who offered their guests the music of the viola d'amore along with the venison and rare wine.But nowadays there are many musically educated concert-goers who have never heard aviola d'amore. Perhaps, with the increased use of the gramophone and tape recorder,the viola d'amore will be able to reach a larger, appreciative audience, people who, in theseimpatient days of planned obsolescence, are still willing to listen to its distinctive timbre.Without it we should be missing something.

H. BARON
136 CHATSWORTH ROAD, LONDON N.W.2.
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51 no. 4. Oct., pp. 614-635.
JACK, MICHAEL. Pulsator organorum peregrinus.
MO vol. 89 no. 1059. Dec., p. 149.
PAGET, REV. GORDON. Three echoes from the past.
[Some aspects of organ-building in Victorian times.]
0 vol. 45 110. 177. July, pp. 37-44.
RouTH, FRANCIS. Design for a parish organ. MT vol.
106 no. 1471. Sept., pp. 708, 709.
TURNER, LAWRENCE. Present day trends in Dutch
organ-building. 0  vol. 45 no. 177. July, pp. 16-zo.
WILLIAMS, PETER F. Some interesting organ terms:
principal. MT vol. 106 no. 1469. July, P. 544.-
Bourdon. vol. 106 no. 1470. Aug., pp. 626, 627.-
Dulciana. vol. 1°6 no. 1472. Oct., PP. 794, 795.-
Cremona. vol. 106 no. 1474. Dec., p. 975.

Particular Organs
ELVIN, LAURENCE. The organ at Christ Church,
Cheltenham. MO vol. 88 no. 1056. Sept., pp. 745,
747.
HAWKINS, MARTIN. The Shoreham organ. MO vol.
89 no. 1058. Nov., p. 101.
MANDER, NOEL. St. John's Manor, Jersey. MO vol.
89 no. 1058. Nov., p. 103.
MORRIS, E. T. A  northern organ. [Holy Trinity
Chiarch, Bolton, Lancashire.] MO vol. 88 no. 5055.
Aug., pp. 679, 681.
PAGET, REV. GORDON. Worlingworth Church,
Suffolk, its organs and organ-blowers. 0  vol. 45 no.
178. Oct., pp. 86-91.
SMITH, NOEL. The organs in Chester Cathedral over
the past 15o years. MO vol. 89 no. 5059. Dee., pp.
167, 169.
STUBINGTON, ii. The organ at St Urban. A  rare
survival. 0  vol. 45 no. 178. Oct., pp. 49-55.
SUMNER, W. L, Two European organs: Kreuzkirche,
Dresden and The Hof burg Chapel, Vienna. 0  vol. 45
no. 177. July, pp. 31-36.
THOMPSON-ALLEN, AUBREY and COVELL, WM. KING.
The organ of the Alexandra Palace-a  forgotten
masterpiece. 0  vol. 45 no. 177. July, pp. 1-15.
WILLIAMS, DAVID T. The organ in St Brigid's (R. C.)
Church, Cardiff. MO vol. 89 no. 1o57. Oct., pp. 37,
39.
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PANORMO, Vincenzo TrusianoANON. Vincenzo Trusiano Panormo. S vol. 76 no.904. Aug., pp. 118, 119, 139.
PEARSON, Henry HughPOLLIN, ALICE and BURTON. In pursuit of Pearson'sShelley songs. ML vol. 46 no. 4. Oct, PP. 322-331.
PERIODICALSMARCO, GUY A. And Radiate its own Vitality'.The Music Review over twenty-five years. MR vol.26 no. 3. Aug., pp. 236-246.
SALZMAN, ERIC. Modern Music' in retrospect. Co.no. 17. Oct., pp. 2-5.
PERSIAZONIS, ELLA. Contemporary art music in Persia. MQvol. 51 no. 4. July, pp. 636-648.
PIANOR. N. Grand action methods (II). MO vol. 88 no.1054. JulY, p 641.
R. N. Tool kit and specials. MO vol. 88 no. 1055.Aug., p. 705.
R. N. About bass strings. MO vol. 88 no. 1056.Sept., p. 769.
It. N. Tuning as it was. MO vol. 89 no. 1057. Oct.,p. 61. vol. 89 no. 1058. Nov., p. 125.
R. N. Action centres. MO vol. 89 no. 1059. Dec.,p. 189.
PFITZNER, HansKLEIN, JOHN w. Hans Pfitzner and the two Heydrichs.MR vol. 26 no.4. Nov., pp. 308-317.
PONTE, Lorenzo daLIVERMORE, ANN. COS1 fan tutte 2: a well-keptsecret. ML vol. 46 no. 4. Oct., pp. 316-321.
PROCTOR-GREGG, HumphreyGEE, BRIAN. Professor Humphrey Proctor-Gregg.Some details of his career. MO vol. 88 no. 2054.July, pp. 599, 601.
PROKOFIEV, SergyeiJEFFERSON, ALAN. The Angel of Fire. MMu vol. 13no. 12. Aug., pp. 32-35.
PUCCINI, GiacomoCARNER, mosco. Hybrid swallow. [On Puccini'sLa Rondine '.] MMu vol. 24 no. 4. Dec., p. i8.
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KLEIN, JOHN w. Puccini's enigmatic inactivity. MLvol. 46 no. 3. July, pp. 195-206.
PURCELL, HenryBERGMANN, WALTER. Henry Pu.rceIrs use of therecorder. RMM vol. 1 no. II. Nov., pp. 333-335.
RECORDERBERGMANN, WALTER. The recorder in school:teaching intonation. RMM vol. I no. lo. Aug., pp.294-296.
BROOK, G. The recorder as occupational therapy.RMM vol. I no. 10 Aug., pp. 299, 300.
COL, RICHARD. Conducting. Group leadership andthe production of music. RMM vol. I no. ii. Nov.,PP. 328-330.
HARGREAVES, MARY. The recorder in school: Wander-ing minstrels. RMM vol.' no.n. Nov., p. 337.
RIDDICK, JOAN. Getting to know the recorderfamily. MTe vol. 44 no. 8. Aug., p. 325. vol. 44 no.9. Sept., pp. 363, 377.
REGGIO, PietroROSE, GLORIA. Pietro Reggio-a wandering musician.ML vol. 46 no. 3. July, pp. 207-216.
RENN, SamuelSAYER, MICHAEL. More about Samuel Renn. 0 vol.45 no. 177. July, pp. 2I-30.
REUBKE FAMILYsumNER, W. L. The Reubke family. MO vol. 88 no.1055. Aug., p. 675.
REYNOLDS, AlfredBAKER, GEORGE. What are they like at home? AlfredReynolds. MTe vol. 44 no. 10. Oct., p. 408.
ROGERS, BenjaminRASTALL, RICHARD. Benjamin Rogers (.16.14-98):some notes on his instrumental music. ML vol. 46 no.3. July, pp. 237-242.
ROTA, NinoBARZETTI, MARCELLA. Nino Rota. R vol. 10 no. 3.July, pp. 4, 5, 8.
RUDEL, JuliusBERNHEIMER, MARTIN. Julius Rudcl and the NewYork City Opera. Op vol. 16 no. 20. Oct., pp.695-707.

RUSSIASEAMAN, GERALD. The first Russian chamber music.MR vol. 26 no. 4. Nov., pp. 326-337.
SCHIKANEDER, EmanuelBATLEY, E. M. Emanuel Schikaneder: the librettist ofDie Zauberfitite ML vol. 46 no. 3. July, PP.231-236.
SCHOENBERG, ArnoldGOEHR, ALEXANDER. The importance of beingSchoenberg. MMu vol. i3 no. II. July, pp. 16, 17.
HENDERSON, ROBERT. Moses and Aaron. MMu vol.13 nom. July, pp. 18, 19.
WELLESZ, EGON. Recollections of Schoenberg. Cono. 17. Oct., pp. 8-10.
SCHOOL MUSICHAND, COLIN. Composing for schools. Co no. 17.Oct., p. 30.
SCHUBERT, FranzBROWN, MAURICE J. E. Schubert's Italian' overtures.MR vol. 26 no. 4. Nov., pp. 303-307.
SCHUMANN, Robert-Schumann and the cipher. Letters and comments.[By various writers.] MT vol. 106 no. 2472. Oct.,PP. 767-771.
SAMS, ERIC. Did Schumann use ciphers? MT vol. 106no. 1470. Aug., pp. 584-591.
SHAW, BernardGOETZ, EDWARD. Did Bernard Shaw play therecorder? RMM vol. 1. no. ii. Nov., pp. 326, 327.
SHIRLEY-QUIRK, JohnCHESTERMAN, DAVID. Bariton at the top. MMu vol.13 no. 12. Aug., p.26.
SIBELIUS, JeanGLASS, DUDLEY. Salute to Sibelius. MO vol. 89 no.1059. Dec., P. 149.
PAYNE, ANTHONY. The scope of Sibelius. MMu vol.14 no. 4. Dec., 1965, pp. 20-23.
SUTTON, WADHAM. Sibelius and the symphony.A centenary tribute. ME vol. 29 no. 315. Sept./Oct.
pp. 221, 222.
WATERHOUSE, JOHN C. G. Sibelius and the twentiethcentury. MT vol. 106 no. 1474. Dec., pp. 939-942.

SOMERS, HarryHUDSON, RICHARD. Canadian contrasts. R vol. Iono. 4. Oct., pp. 1-3.
SPRECHGESANGKELLER, HANS. Whose fault is the speaking voice?[On the history of Sprechgesang '.] T no. 75.Winter, pp. 12-17.
STAMPSPH1LATICUS '. Stamps of musical interest. MO vol.88 no. 1054. July, p. 595. vol. 88 no. 1055. Aug.,p. 656. vol. 88 no. 1056. Sept., p. 717. vol. 89 no.1057. Oct., p. 9. vol. 89 no. 1058. Nov., p. 85. vol.89 no. 1059. Dec., p. 136.
STEPHENS, RexBAKER, GEORGE. What are they like at home? RexStephens. MTe vol. 44 no. 7. July, p. 287.
STOCKHAUSEN, Karl HeinzPATMORE, DEREK. Atomic age composer. MMu vol.24 no. 1. Sept., p. 34.
STRAUSS, RichardROSENTHAL, HAROLD. New light on ' Intermezzo '.Op vol. 16 no. 9. Sept., pp. 626-629.
STUTSCHEWSKY, Joachim
EISENBERG, MAURICE. Salute t o  JoachimStutschewsky. S vol. 76 no. 907. Nov., pp. 243, 245.
SZIGETI, JosephKRAMER, FRANCES. The challenge of perfection. Svol. 76 no. 907. Nov., pp. 249, 251.
SZYMANOWSKI, KarolPANUFN1K, ANDRZEJ. Karol Szymanowski. RS no.20. Oct., pp. 389-393.
TANEIEV, S. A.GARDNER, JOHN. A Russian contrapuntist. Co no. 17.Oct., pp. 6, 7.
TEACHING
APPLEBY, THARESg. Music With a purpose. [Spasticchildren and movement.] ME vol. 29 no. 314.July/Aug., p. 187.
ATKINSON, NEVILLF.. Music in prison. ME vol. 29no. 314. July/Aug., p. 186.
BRUMBY, COLIN. Teaching composition to children.MTe vol. 44 no. 7. July, pp. 279, 286.
COLES, RICHARD. Conducting. Group leadershipand the production of music. RMM vol. 1. no. ix.Nov., pp. 328-330.
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EAST, JOHN MICHAEL. The exploring ear. MTe vol.44 no. 8. Aug., pp. 313, 318.
HARRIES, DAVID. A comparison of courses at someBritish universities. M vol. 29 no. 314. July/Aug.,pp. 179-181.
HUNTLEY, E. ALLEN. The singing class: knowing andrealizing. MTe vol. 44 no. 8. Aug., p. 318.-Endsand means. vol. 44 no. 9. Sept., p. 353.
JONES, HAYDN. Teaching immigrant children. RCMvol. 61 no. 3. Christmas, pp. 75-77.
LAWRENCE, IAN. Music in G.C.E. 0 level examin-ations. ME vol. 29 no. 316. Nov./Dec., pp. 284-286.
MARAIS, E. M. Adventures in music with abnormalchildren. ME vol. 29 no. 315. Sept./Oct., pp. 235,236.
REES-DAV1ES, IEUAN. Music-making at the keyboardfor teachers and students. MTe vol. 44 no. 9. Sept.,pp. 365, 367. vol. 44 no. to. Oct., pp. 409, 419.vol. 44 no. II. Nov., pp. 447, 465. vol. 44 no. 12.Dec, PP. 493, 499.
REYNOLDS, GORDON. All kinds of music. RMM vol. Ino. xi. Nov., p. 336.
SELF, GEORGE. Contemporary music in the classroom.ME vol. 29 no. 315. Sept./Oct., pp. 230-233.
STEINITZ, PAUL. A summer in Urbana. Combiningtheory and practice in an American University. MTvol. 106 no. 1474. Dec., pp. 944-946.
TREMAIN, GeorgeHALL, GLADYS, GARDINER, ROLF, et. al. GeorgeTremain, (1898-1965). EDS vol. 27 no. 4. Aug. pp.,120, 121.
TUNINGTWINN, SYDNEY. Just intonation. Tuning devices.S vol. 76 no. 904. Aug., pp. 133, 135.
VARESE, EdgarDICKINSON, PETER. Varese-sonic pioneer. MMuvol. 14 no. 4. Dec., pp. 28, 29.
HENDERSON, ROBERT. Varese. MT vol. 106 no. 1474.Dec., pp. 942-944.
VERDI, GiuseppeGoss', TITO. Singing and producing BoccanegraOp vol. 16 110. it. Nov., pp. 775-779.
HAREWOOD, THE EARL OF. Verdi and style. (A lecturegiven in 9_3., 6 R S ___ no. 19. July, pp. 347-352.
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HAREWOOD, THE EARL OF. Verdi's SimonBoccanegra ' [on gramophone records]. Op vol. no.12. Dec., pp. 855-862.
HUGHES, SPIKE. Verdi's second thoughts. [On'Simon Boccanegra '.1 MMu vol. 14 no. 4. Dec.,pp. 16, 17.
VIOLDoutErscx, cEcILE. The pardessus de viole orchanterelle. S vol. 76 no. 903. July, pp. 99, tot, 103.
VIOLIN -history and constructionANON. The Dickson-Poynder ' Stradivari.v o l .  7_6 no. 905. Sept., pp. 150, 15 I .
ANON. The Henry Hottinger collection [of violins andbows]. S vol. 76 no. 906. Oct., pp. 190, 191, .193.
BOVIT, HARRY LE. The secret of Cremona redis-covered. S vol. 76 no. 903. July, pp. 89, 91, 93.
CHAMBERS, B. The young violin maker. S vol. 76 no.907. Nov., pp. 245, 247.
LEWIN, ROBERT. The disappearing violin. S vol. 76no. 904. Aug., pp. 121, 123.
MICHELMAN, JOSEPH. Chemical research on theviolin. S vol. 76 no. 906. Oct., pp. 205, 207.
-teaching and techniqueBERLJAWSKY, JOSEPH. Reflections on violin pedagogy.S vol. 76 no. 907. Nov., pp. 237, 239, 241. vol. 76no. 908. Dec., pp. 285, 287.
BRICK, M. J. How does the violin work? Theresponse of the box. S vol. 76 no. 903. July, pp. 93,95, 97. vol. 76 no. 904. Aug., pp. 125, 127, 129.Science and art. vol. 76 no. 905. Sept., pp 165, 167.
WRIGHT, IVAN. . .. and then there was light. S vol. 76no. 906. Oct., pp. 199, 201, 203.
VIOLONCELLO
STANFIELD, M. B. Accent on co-operation. - vol.1 7_ 6 no. 904. Aug., pp. 129, 131.
STANFIELD, M. B. Accent on spaciousness. S vol. 76no. 905. Sept., pp. 161, 163.
STANFIELD, M. B. Accent on principles. S vol. 76 no.906. Oct., pp. 290, 211.
STANFIELD, M. B. Tone and intonation. S vol. 76 no.903. July, pp. 103, 105.

VIRDUNG, SebastianWRIGHT, LAURENCE. Sebastian Virdung: Musicagetutscht und ausgezogen ' (Basel 151I). RMM vol.I no. to. Aug., pp. 301-303.
VIVALDI, AntonioSADIE, STANLEY. Vivaldi's Gloria ' and ' MagnificatR vol. to no. 4. Oct., pp. 10-12.
WAGNER, RichardJACOBS, ROBERT L. A Freudian view of The Ring'.MR vol. 26 no. 3. Aug., pp. 201-219.
SIEGEL, LINDA. Wagner and the romanticism of E. T.A. Hoffmann. MQ vol. 51 no. 4. Oct., pp. 597-613.
WAKEFIELD, JohnBARKER, FRANK GRANVILLE. Orpheus ascending.MMu vol. 14 no. 2. Oct., p. 16.
WALESTHOMAS, A. F. LEIGHTON. Promoting music in Wales.T no. 75. Winter, pp. 32, 33.

REVIEWS

WALLACE, VincentKLEIN, JOHN W. Vincent Wallace ( 812- 86 5 ), areassessment. Op vol. 16 no. 10. Oct., pp. 708-716.
KLEIN, JOHN W. Vincent Wallace's centenary. MOvol. 89 no. 1059. Dec., pp. 143, 145.
WEILL, KurtDREW, DAVID. Well's school opera ['Der Jasager '1.MT vol. 106 no. 1474. Dec., PP. 934-937.
WELLESZ, EgonMELLERS, WILFRID. Egon Wellesz. An 8oth birthdaytribute. MT vol. 106 no. 1472. Oct., pp. 766, 767.
WILLIAMSON, MalcolmWALSH, STEPHEN. Williamson, the many-sided. MMuvol. 13 no. u. July, pp. 26-29, 55.
WILLIAMSON, mitLcoust. Julius Caesar Jones [anopera]. MT vol. 106 no. 1474. Dec., pp. 937, 938.
WITHERS, EdwardANON. Edward Withers. S vol. 76 no. 908. Dec.,pp. 270, 271.

GRESHAM MUSIC LIBRARY: A catalogue of the printed books and manuscripts deposited in GuildhallLibrary. pp.92. (Corporation of London. Printed by authority of the Library Committee on behalf of theGresham Committee. 1965. 5S.)
The music library of Gresham College has been deposited since 1958 in the Guildhall Library. Only thosewho have consulted the previous printed catalogue of the collection, published in 1872, can adequately appreciatethe present publication. It is a great improvement not only in dating of items and identification of authors, asthe Preface indicates, but in the extra detail given for both manuscript and printed entries. It is a pity that themanuscripts were not assigned a permanent collection number; numeration in catalogue order would have beenuseful for future reference. The alphabetical arrangement adopted in both printed and manuscript sections is assuitable as any for a collection of moderate size and the anonymous printed items are arranged under theirinitial word as in BUCEM. Where the composer's name has been supplied, as for Worgan's The meads and the,groves it seems strange to find the entry under ' Meads '. The alphabetical arrangement is less happy for themanuscripts as there are a number of composite volumes; these have been placed under rather too many generalheadings: 'Cantatas ' as well as 'Arias and Cantatas' with no cross references.
Dr Anthea Baird, who compiled the manuscript entries, has made a praiseworthy attempt to date themanuscripts and to place the script (copy or autograph, English or Italian); this is useful, although the phraseused for several composite manuscripts: 'Autograph; and copy . . . in several hands' means little unless we aretold whose autograph is included. More seriously, a large volume of contemporary copies of vocal music byDr John Blow has been described as autograph. Now that H. Watkins Shaw has sorted out Blow's autographsfrom the various copies assigned to his pen (Music Review, May 1964) it is less forgivable to add another spuriousautograph to the list. The hand of the Gresham manuscript is that of an unidentified copyist who transcribedworks by Croft in the British Museum. The volume of Purcell songs is mostly autograph and it is surprisingthat more space was not allotted to this manuscript, which is by far the most valuable item in the whole collection.
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Even a reference to the description and list of contents by Dr F. B. Zimmerman and Dr N. Fortune in ImogenHoist's Henry Purcell, 1959, would have been better than the bleak three-line entry given to this manuscript.Strangely enough space seems to have been allotted to the Purcell manuscripts in inverse order of their impor-tance; two mid-nineteenth-century copies get half a page each.
The rarest printed items are the Fremart Masses published in 1642-5 by Robert Ballard. According toBUCEM these are the only copies in the United Kingdom and it would have been useful if such unica couldhave been marked by an asterisk. One of BUCEM's rare howlers has crept into the present catalogue: ' Sembi-ante amabile ' is truncated ' Sem. 'in the heading. There are some minor inconsistencies in cataloguing: printeditems are measured in inches, height only, while manuscripts are still described in printed-book terminology as' Folio ', 'Oblong folio'.
The catalogue is concise, compact and cheap, and will have use as a work of reference.

PAMELA J. WILLETTS

ORGANIZING MUSIC IN LIBRARIES. [Readers Guide Series]. By Brian Redfern. pp. 80. (Clive Bingley,1966. 16s)
The subject of music in its various facets has received a fair amount of attention recently and now BrianRedfern has produced a comparatively short but detailed study of problems in music classification and cata-loguing. The author is Senior Lecturer at the North-Western Polytechnic School of Librarianship in Londonand his excellent book is directed towards librarians and librarian trainees.
After the shortest glossary I have ever seen—only ten terms are classified—he tackles the problems oforganising material in his opening chapter. These are: money, time, people and material, the last two being themost important. How right he is when he advises on dispensing with frivolous catalogue entries. A catalogueis intended for frequent use and to answer questions posed regularly. I wonder if the detail he insists on forgramophone records is really necessary, with entries under orchestras and conductors? Obviously he followsThe Gramophone cataloguing practice here, as I do, but I wonder if we are both too generous in our provision andtherefore wasting time and money?
Obviously, he is an adherent of Ranganathan and only twenty-six items one would find in a music collectionproduce no less than fourteen facets. I quarrel with facet eight—schools, dance, films, folk music, church— asa common denominator is difficult to find. He says this is the purpose for which music is written; surely somedance and folk music is used in schools too, but, music written especially for schools fulfilling a similiar purpose?Later on p. 19, he lists twelve facets, and of these three are possibly to be found in music—character, space(country) and time (period). The last two most certainly are, as the B.C.M. acknowledges by its auxiliary tables.
Chapter two on the B.C.M. classification is very welcome although I do not find it as simple to use as hewould have us believe. 'Titles being classified must be arranged in reverse schedule order: it is simply a matterof asking a number of questions in the correct order.' This is the crux. Having established the symbols of thefacets and sub-facets, certain of them are dropped in the final product. And of course the notation is non-expressive, which can be a deterrent to those of us accustomed to expressive notation. The ethnic subdivisionsare uneven and collective biography is misplaced, but these are quibbles. The B.C.M. subjects music to surgicaltreatment in an efficient way unmatched by any other scheme.
Chapter three deals with the schemes of the Library of Congress, Bliss, Dewey's sixteenth and seventeentheditions, and McColvin. Talking about the former, a curious statement appears at the bottom of p. 33 :'There is no indication on how a book on the problems of conducting counterpoint should be classed'. Ihave yet to see such a book.
Chapters four and five deal with problems in cataloguing music and I do take issue with the author inwishing to dispense with famous composers' Christian names in catalogue entries. To omit Johann Sebastianwould bring the most important member to the front of the Bach sequence, he says (p. 54). Not this way,Mr Redfern, surely? You must believe in consistency, the foundation of all cataloguing? But how I agree withhim on p. 56 asking for a standard to be adopted by all music publishers in the layout of title pages. Pick upany batch of music you like and you see the force of this argument. He also pleads for the use of natural phrasesin cataloguing, e.g., Piano solos (p. 61). This applies equally well to the cataloguing of all material. And Iwould still index under Piano sonatas as well as the accepted form, Sonatas: piano.
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Chapter six is concerned with the arranging and cataloguing of gramophone records and is a useful additionto the literature of the subject. My own practice, strangely enough, accords with the recommendations made,and it works. A few more examples could have been given, especially perhaps of operas, oratorios and collectedworks, but the chapter is succinct and helpful.In his conclusion, he advocates the classified arranging of bound instrumental scores by instrument, butvocal scores alphabetically by composer. Why not separate operas and oratorios, by classifying also? I amastounded to hear that some libraries classify scores when there is an alphabetical composer arrangement.How odd! A concise bibliography and an equally concise index complete a book which demands carefulreading and evinces a real enthusiasm for the subject. And a word of praise for the young enterprising publisherwhose contributions to contemporary librarianship are so laudable. JACK DOVE
THE BOOK OF WORLD-FAMOUS MUSIC. By James J. Fuld. pp. 564. (Crown Publishers, New York1966. $12.50).

If you want to date the first published edition of a Beethoven or Haydn symphony, there are immediatesources of reference, while on the lighter side you may find comprehensive backgrounds to the works of JohannStrauss the Elder in Schonherr & Reinohl. But what of the Stephanie Gavotte or the Gold and Silver Waltz?How do you find the date of the first printing of a Gilbert and Sullivan opera, or a short biographical note onCole Porter? Where can you trace the life history of a popular song like Mack the Knife, or an old acceptedjingle like Happy birthday toyou? The answers are now supplied, together with a mountain of other information,both useful and entertaining, by James J. Fuld.Readers who have seen his American Popular Music 1875-1950 (Musical Americana, 1955) will be onlypartly prepared for this new book. The scope has been considerably widened, the detail for each item greatlyenlarged and above all, there is an enlightening introduction in which Mr Fuld discloses his system of research.The significance of watermarks, printing techniques, publishers' addresses and prices of copies as clues topublication dates is explained, while the p4 dr of copyright law as it relates to first editions will prove a usefulstudy for many who, like myself, have found this a perplexing area of music publishing. A list of sources inthis section provides a fairly exhaustive hand-list of the world's principal music libraries and collections anda bibliography of reference books.The main portion of the book, and indeed its whole raison d'gtre, is the List of Compositions. This com-prises about one thousand titles, with date and place of first printing. A description of the earliest copy is giventogether with roughly contemporary variants. Publication details of other arrangements of the same melodyoften appear with any important or interesting historical information. Many of the items include brief bio-graphical notes on the composer and (where appropriate) the lyricist. At first glance the choice of music seemssomewhat eclectic and one wonders if it ought not to have been confined to items of popular, light and folkmusic. However, the book will doubtless reach a wider section of the musical public in its present form, anda close study of the classical items reveals an expansion of the facts given in the conventional composer bibli-ographies. The author has taken some trouble to ascertain what music is popular (i.e., widely appreciated) andto provide a balanced selection. The arrangement is alphabetical and so Praise the Lord and pass the ammunitioncheerfully rubs shoulders with a Chopin Prelude—Body and Soul with Ravel's Bolero. Each entry is prefixed bya musical incipit so that even if the titles are unfamiliar the melodies spring quickly to the eye. (For the classicalentries the' famous theme 'is quoted).For my part, the most fascinating items included are the folk-songs and everyday ' trad. non-cop.' tunes.The information provided for these examples is always interesting, frequently astounding and often highlyamusing, and the more one reads the more one comes to realise how exhaustive the author's research has been.But this must not discount the ' popular ' music entries, where research must have been at least as arduous(bringing to light some information which will be even more widely appreciated some decades hence). Thework is supported by a carefully planned index in which titles, composers and lyricists all figure, and whichcontains a helpful cross-indexing of unfamiliar titles.An ardent collector himgelf, Mr Fuld could have been excused for making his book a collector's manual,but the appeal is very much wider. I would go so far as to say that, under the influence of Mr Fuld's presenta-tion, the same man who will not cross the road to hear Pomp and Circumstance March No. I in D major, but whoenjoys a good tune like Land of Hope and Glory will quickly discover that bibliography is not after all just anesoteric study but an enlightening recreation! In short, both the layman dipping into these pages to emergeamazed at the long French pedigree of For he's a jolly goodfellow, and the librarian trying to date a first publicationof Mazel Ton will be equally delighted and enlightened. JOHN MELOY
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NOTES ef NEWS by Walter H. Stock
Executive Committee.—At the Annual General Meeting of the Branch, held at Manchester on 3 April 1966,the Committee was re-elected unchanged.
Music Librarians in Public Libraries in Great Britain.—It will be remembered that the status and gradingof these posts was the subject of a discussion at the Manchester Conference of the Branch, under the Chairman-ship of Miss A. E. Burbridge. In the course of the discussion a number of anomalies and inequalities wererevealed. At the request of the Branch Committee, Mr Donald Gadsby, Music Librarian of the Bradford CityLibraries, has kindly prepared for circulation a questionnaire which will, it is hoped, elicit the fullest possibleinformation about the nature of the work done by music librarians in Great Britain, the responsibilities of theirposts, the various types of collections in their care, and the public use of them. All information received will betreated as confidential. The questionnaire has been sent out to all rate-supported libraries serving populationsof more than ioo,000. The total of libraries to be circulated thus will be well over one hundred. A summaryreport will be prepared in due course.
Publications.—Mr Herbert Bayard has prepared an interesting booklet entitled The Bristol Madrigal Society(2o pp.). This gives a short history of the Society from 1837 to the present day, and includes a bibliography ofthe madrigal and madrigal singing in England. Copies (pricd 35., 35. rid. post free) can be be obtained fromMr Patrick McGrath, the Honorary General Editor of the Bristol Branch of the Historical Association, do theUniversity of Bristol.

EXHIBITION
An exhibition to illustrate the history of music printing will be on show in the British Museum (King's Library)from 4 Novembes, 1966, to 4 January, 1967. The exhibition will contain music printed by the four mainprocesses—from type, from woodblock, from engraved plates, and by lithography, and the music shown willrange from the late fifteenth to the late nineteenth centuries.

NOTES ON CONTWUTOXS
ROBERT F. VOLLANS is assistant city librarian at Westminster Public Library.
ARTHUR D. WALKER is music librarian of the Faculty of Music, Manchester University.
HARRY DANKS is principal viola of the BBC Symphony Orchestra.
CHRISTEL WALLBAUM IS assistant to Hermann Baron.
PAMELA J. wiLLErrs is an assistant keeper in the Department of Manuscripts, British Museum.
JACK DOVE is borough librarian of Hove Public Library.
JOHN MELOY is assistant music librarian of the BBC.

The contents of BRIO Vol. 4, No I (Spring 1967) will include:
'The importance of the Aylesford Handel manuscripts,' by James S. Hall.
'Classifying the literature of jazz,' by D. W. Langridge.
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OPERAS IN MINIATURE SCORE rifi
BeethovenGluckHumperdinckMozart

Wagner

Weber

Fidelio (German, with all four overtures)1phigenie en Tauride (German and French)Hansel and Gretel (German)Die Entfuhrung aus dem Serail (German)The Marriage of Figaro (German andItalian)Don Giovanni (Italian and German)Cosi Fan Tutte (Italian and German)The Magic Flute (German)The Flying Dutchman (German, Englishand Italian)Tannhauser (German and French, in-cluding the variants of the ParisEdition)Lohengrin (German, English and French) 70sTristan und Isolde (German, English andFrench)The Mastersingers of Nuremberg(German, English and French)2 volumesRhinegold (German, English and French) 60sThe Valkyrie (German, English andFrench)Siegfried (German, English and French) 70sThe Twilight of the Gods (German.English and French)Parsifal (German, English and French)Der Freischutz (German)
All bound in hard-wearing cloth covers

ErnsfEulenburg Ltd.,48 Great Marlborough Street, London W.1Tel: GERrard 1246-7-8
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THE BRITISHCATALOGUE OF MUSIC
A catalogue of the new music and books about musicpublished in Great Britain, arranged systematicallyaccording to the instruments and voices for which theworks are written with entries'under composers, titles,arrangers, authors of words and many other usefulreferences.

Published by
THE COUNCIL OF THE BRITISH BIBLIOGRAPHY, LTD.

BRITISH MUSEUM, LONDON, W.C.
LANgham 5846

CRAMER'S
for
MUSIC

MUSICAL LITERATUREAND MUSIC BINDING
99 St Martin's LaneLondon, W.0.2

Tel. (3 lines) COVent Garden 1612-13-14
* COMPLETE MUSIC SERVICE PROVIDED

BLACKWEMUSIC SHOP
Music and Books on Music

NEW AND SECONDHAND
Recently IssuedCat. 809 Books on MusicCat. 796 Piano and Organ

Ready early in SeptemberCat. 822 Antiquarian Music andOut-of-Print Books
39 HOLYWELL ST., OXFORD

Telephone 49111-4

•jcitioa
111NRICHSEN Peters Edition, 119-125 Wardour Street, London W.1

An important publication for theMusic Librarian
by the
American Institute of Musicology
THE DODECACHORDONof GLAREAN

translated, transcribed and edited by
CLEMENT A. MILLER

This eminent work needs no introduction to the student of Renaissance music. Not evena beginner in this field will have gone a few weeks without having met with frequent refer-ence to Glarean, the humanist and music theorist, a friend and close associate of Erasmus.His own references to a host of Renaissance composers, and his discussion of their composi-tions are a mine of information, and his illustrations (each work entire or to a substantialextent) form a veritable anthology of polyphonic music. In its own day (1547) theDodecachordon had a profound and far-reaching effect on musical thought. This wasimplicitly or explicitly acknowledged by distinguished theorists and composers.
While the extensive Latin text has been translated into English, the equally extensiveexamples have been transcribed and scored into a collection, with Glarean's comments, ofsome 260 pages of polyphony. Besides these, there are countless examples of plainsong.reproduced as they appeared in the original (but with corrections where they wereneeded), and graphic illustrations of various kinds.

551 pages, folio size (10 x 14 inches), Cloth Bound and Gold-blockedde Luxe Edition in two volumes
PISD6 09 Ss. the set
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FLOR PEETERS
Op. 100

H y m n  P r e l u d e s  f o r  t h e  L i g i ca  Y e a r

A monumental collection o f  pieces based on hymns and chorales used throughout tha
Church's year. Peeters. great technical resource as a composer is here brought to bear on
the problem of catching, in a relatively short time and in not too difficult a fashion, the
appropriate mood of each hymn according to the season in which i t  is used. This  task hr:
fulfils in a constantly successful way. Varied forms and treatment together with imaginative
registration make this a fascinating series of pieces, each one having its own definite character,
Many w:11-known and well-loved tunes make their appearance and organists will be eager
to see how the composer deals with such old favourites as Hanover, Miles Lane, Monkland,
Tallis. Canon, Melcombe, Picardy, Aurelia, Ellacombe, Sine Nomine and many others, Always
new light is thrown by the originality of the surrounding textures.

There are no great technical difficulties awaiting the prospective player. M r  Peeters know:,
too much about organ-playing to provide gratuitous problems in pedalling and badly laid-out
manual parts. Each prelude is comfortable to play and its maximum effect can be realised
with a sensible amount of study. Several are for manuals only with pedals ad lib, Mosr_.
make use of only two manuals and many may be played on one.

The harmonic idiom is modern in a sensible way with plenty of roots in the past, but
shirking the logical dissonance brought about by vigorously moving contrapuntal parts.

This collection is rewarding in terms of usefulness and hours of pleasure at the keyboard,

Volumes1-V 15s. each V o l u m e s  VI -XI I  18s. 6d, each

Volumes X I I  to X X I V  will be available in 1967


